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I. Lore v. Lone Pine Corporation:
Understanding the Lone Pine Order
and its Role in Complex Litigation
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Lore v. Lone Pine Corporation
 No. L-33606-85, 1986 WL 637507

(N.J. Super. Ct. Nov. 18, 1986)
 Multiple plaintiffs brought suit against

464 defendants alleging personal
injuries and property damages arising
from contaminated ground water
caused by toxic materials disposed in
the Lone Pine Landfill.
7

The Lone Pine Order
Case Management Order entered that
required Plaintiffs to provide “basic facts” to
support their claims of injury and property
damage:
 Plaintiffs’ exposure to alleged toxic materials

from Lone Pine Landfill
 Medical records/reports supporting injuries and
causation from exposure
 Real Estate de-valuation data
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The Lone Pine Order …cont’d
 Personal Injuries – Allergies, skin rashes,

dryness of skin. No doctor or treating
physician would commit to causation.
 Property damage – Expert did not inspect

properties or compare values with
comparables. Report contrary to EPA
investigation.
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The Lone Pine Order …cont’d
 Plaintiffs failed to comply with the Case

Management Order: “The data submitted
was woefully and totally inadequate.”

 “In this Court’s opinion, it is time that prior

to the institution of such a cause of action,
attorneys for plaintiffs must be prepared to
substantiate, to a reasonable degree, the
allegations of personal injury, property
damage and proximate cause.”
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The Lone Pine Order….cont’d
“This Court is not willing to continue the
instant action with the hope that the
defendants eventually will capitulate and
give a sum of money to satisfy plaintiffs
and their attorney without having been
put to the test of proving their cause of
action.”
Case Dismissed with Prejudice
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What is a Lone Pine Order?
A modified Case Management Order
used in some complex mass tort cases
Generally, Plaintiffs must demonstrate
the following before full-scale discovery
is imposed on defendants:
Identify each plaintiff’s exposure to harmful
chemical
2. Identify each plaintiff’s injury allegedly caused by
the exposure
3. Provide expert testimony establishing causation
1.
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Lone Pine Order
 Most often used in where large number of

plaintiffs and individualized personal or property
damage claims pose obstacles to traditional
discovery
 Defendants must convince the court that
numerosity of plaintiffs and/or defendants, varied
exposures and varied injuries create
complexities such that traditional discovery and
case management standards provided under
state/federal law will not suffice.
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Other Factors Influencing Lone Pine Orders
 Lack of notice of the substance of Plaintiffs’

claims based on pleadings and available facts
 Risk that Plaintiffs’ suit was filed to pressure

Defendants to settle
 Contrary or conflicting reports from EPA or other

agencies that may contradict Plaintiffs’ claims
 Repetitive suits against the same Defendants
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Legal Basis for Lone Pine Orders
 F.R.C.P. 16(c)(2)(L): Courts may adopt special

case management procedures “for managing
potentially difficult or protracted actions that may
involve complex issues, multiple parties, difficult
legal questions, or unusual proof problems.
 F.R.C.P. 11(b)(3): Requires that “factual

contentions have evidentiary support or….will
likely have evidentiary support after a
reasonable opportunity for further investigation
or discovery.”
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Strudley v. Antero Resources Corp., et al.
2012 WL 1932470, no. 2011CV2218 (Colo.Dist.Ct. May 9, 2012) (Rev’d)

• Underlying Case History
– William and Beth Strudley and their two children bring an
action against Antero Resources Corporation and three (3)
other entities for contamination caused by their ownership
and operations of three natural gas wells located within one
(1) mile of plaintiffs’ residence and water supply
• March 24, 2011 – Complaint is filed
• April 29, 2011 – Complaint amended to include defendant Antero
Resources Piceance Corporation
• August 3, 2011 – Calfrac Well Services Corp. answers the
complaint fully joining the action.
• September 19, 2011- Defendants filed a late Motion for Modified
Case Management Order (“MCMO”) requesting a Lone Pine Order
• November 10, 2011 – Court issues MCMO
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Strudley v. Antero Resources Corp., et al.
2012 WL 1932470, no. 2011CV2218 (Colo.Dist.Ct. May 9, 2012) (Rev’d)

• Case Management Order
– Before ANY discovery, Defendants’ motion for a Modified Case
Management Order pursuant to C.R.C.P. 16(c) and Lone Pine is granted by
Denver County District Court.
• Plaintiffs were ordered to provide (within 105 days):
– Expert opinion(s) provided by way of sworn affidavit(s), with supporting data
and facts in the form required by Colo. R. Civ. P 26(a)(2)(B)(I), that establish
for each Plaintiff:
» The identity of each hazardous substance from Defendants’ activities to which he or she was
exposed and which the Plaintiff claims caused him or her injury;
» Whether any and each of these substances can cause the type(s) of disease or illness that
Plaintiffs claim (general causation);
» The dose or other quantitative measurement of the concentration, timing and duration of his/her
exposure to each substance;
» If other than Plaintiffs’ residence, the precise location of any exposure
» An identification, by way of reference to a medically recognized diagnosis, of the specific disease
or illness from which each Plaintiff allegedly suffers or for which medical monitoring is
purportedly necessary; and
» A conclusion that such illness was in fact caused by such exposure (specific causation)

– Each and every study, report and analysis containing a finding of ANY
contamination on Plaintiffs’ property or areas of claimed exposure
– List and contact information of all health care providers and HIPAAs
– Identification and quantification of contamination of Plaintiffs’ real property
attributable to Defendants
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Strudley v. Antero Resources Corp., et al.
2012 WL 1932470, no. 2011CV2218 (Colo.Dist.Ct. May 9, 2012) (Rev’d)

• Plaintiff’s Production in Response to Case
Management Order
– Plaintiffs provided expert testimony, in the form of an
affidavit of Thomas L. Kurt, MD, MPH indicating that
“sufficient environmental and health information exists to
merit further substantive discovery.”
– Report from John G. Huntington, Ph.D., concluding “these
[well water] results could be consistent with contamination
from gas well chemicals or production waters, although
that conclusion cannot be reached unequivocally from the
chemical data alone.”
– Plaintiffs further provided medical records, air and water
sample analysis reports, maps and photos

• May 9, 2012 - Defendants’ motion to dismiss pursuant
to C.R.C.P. 37 for failure to comply with the Lone Pine
order is nonetheless Granted.
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Strudley v. Antero Resources Corp., et al.
2013 WL 3427901, 12CA1251 (Colo. App. July 3, 2013)

• Colorado Court of Appeals reverses and
remands Trial Court Lone Pine Order
– In dismissing all of the Strudley’s claims with
prejudice, the CO Court of Appeals pointed out
that “the court did not cite any rule of civil
procedure under which it was dismissing the
claims.”
– ISSUE: Whether the trial court erred by entering
the Lone Pine order because such orders are not
permitted as a matter of Colorado law?
– YES
21

Strudley v. Antero Resources Corp., et al.
2013 WL 3427901, 12CA1251 (Colo. App. July 3, 2013)

• State Law trumps Lone Pine
– Colorado Law
• “[T]he Colorado Supreme Court has held that a trial court abuses its
discretion by requiring a showing of a prima facie case before allowing
discovery of documents containing trade secrets.”
– Curtis, Inc. v. Dist. Ct., 186 Colo. 226, 233 (1974)

• “[A] trial court may not require a showing of a prima [facie] case
before allowing discovery on matters central to plaintiff’s claims
- - as opposed to punitive damages or other secondary matters.”
– Strudley at p. 11; see also U.S. v. Procter & Gamble Co., 356 U.S. 677,
682 (1958)

• Lone Pine orders are disfavored when they occur early in the
litigation and deprive the opposing party of the benefit of
discovery
– Simeone v. Girard City Bd. of Edn., 872 N.E.2d 344, 351-52 (Ohio Ct.
App. 2007)
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Roth v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, et al.
287 F.R.D. 293 (M.D. Pa. 2012)

• Underlying Case History
– Frederick J. Roth and Debra A. Roth bring an action against
Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation and GasSearch Drilling Services
Corporation (collectively “Defendants”) for property damages
due to Defendants’ oil and gas drilling operations in Springville
Township and Dimock Township, Susquehanna County, PA.
• March 19, 2012 – Complaint is filed in Court of Common Pleas of
Susquehanna County
• May 14, 2012– Case is removed to Federal Court based on Diversity
Jurisdiction
• July 10, 2012 – Court Orders Rule 16 Conference to be held July 31,
2012
• July 19, 2012 – Joint Case Management Plan filed with Court.
• July 20, 2012- Defendants filed a Motion for a Lone Pine Order
• July 31, 2012 – Standard Case Management Order entered – Lone Pine
Motion still pending.
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Roth v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, et al.
287 F.R.D. 293 (M.D. Pa. 2012)

• Defendants Lone Pine Arguments
– Related litigation has been pending in Middle District of PA since
2009: Fiorentino v. Cabot Oil & Gas, Civil No. 3:09-CV-2284.
• Since both Roth and Fiorentino have the same counsel, Plaintiffs have had “more
than enough time to develop or become aware of evidence to support their broad
allegations or tortious conduct and resulting injury.”

– Expensive and time consuming cost of full-blown discovery
• “serious doubts regarding Plaintiffs’ ability to make even a prima facie showing of
exposure, injury, and causation.”
• Defendants’ “comprehensive initial disclosure . . . of over 5,800 documents” should
be enough for Plaintiffs’ experts to establish a prima facie showing of exposure,
injury and causation

– Cabot alleged the claims were “woefully inadequate” and also
moved to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6).
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Roth v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, et al.
287 F.R.D. 293 (M.D. Pa. 2012)

• Plaintiffs Lone Pine Opposition
– Lone Pine orders focus on toxic tort cases involving personal injury
and medical causation
• There are no medical claims stated in Plaintiffs’ August 6, 2012 amended complaint

– The related oil and gas drilling activities took place less than 1,000
feet from Plaintiffs’ property and groundwater supply
• The PA Department of Environmental Protection documented defects in the
gas wells and instances of contamination releases or spills, which are
incorporated in the amended complaint.

– Claims made by Plaintiffs are straightforward and familiar
property-related tort claims and are neither doubtful nor
implausible
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Roth v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, et al.
287 F.R.D. 293 (M.D. Pa. 2012)

• U.S. District Court for Middle District of PA
DENIES defendants Motion for Lone Pine
– Relevant case law: “Lone Pine orders appear to be utilized
most often in cases involving complicated legal and factual
issues in complex mass tort and toxic-tort litigation
involving multiple parties, where the discovery process
would be particularly burdensome, and where the plaintiff’s
ability to sustain their burden of proof was found to be
questionable.
• Citing; Avila v. Willits Environmental Remediation Tr., 633 F.3d 828 (9th Cir. 2011);
Acuna v. Brown & Root Inc., 200 F.3d 335 (5th Cir. 2000); In re Avandia Mkg, Sales
Practices and Prods. Liab. Litig., 2010 WL 4720335 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 15, 2010);
Abbatiello v. Monsanto Co., 569 F. Supp.2d 351 (S.D.N.Y. 2008); In re Vioxx Prod.
Liab. Litig., 557 F. Supp.2d 741 (E.D. La. 2008); Burns v. Universal Crop Protection
Alliance, 2007 WL 2811533 (E.D. Ark. Sept. 25, 2007; Morgan v. Ford Motor Co.,
2007 WL 1456154 (D. N.J. May 17, 2007); Baker v. Chevron USA, Inc., 2007 WL
315346 (S.D. Ohio Jan. 30, 2007); In re Rezulin Prods. Liab. Litig., 441 F. Supp.2d
567 (S.D.N.Y. 2006); In re Silica Prods. Liab. Litig., 398 F. Supp.2d 563 (S.D. Tex.
2005); In re 1994 Exxon Chemical Plant Fire, 2005 WL 6252312 (M.D. La. Apr. 7,
2005); Renaud v. Martin Marietta Corp., 749 F. Supp. 1545 (10th Cir. 1992).
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Roth v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, et al.
287 F.R.D. 293 (M.D. Pa. 2012)

• The Court considers the Digitek Factors
(In Re Digitek Prod. Liab. Litig., 264 F.R.D. 249 [S.D. W. Va. 2010])

– Five Factors to evaluate Lone Pine request
1. Posture of the litigation
2. Case Management needs presented
3. External Agency decisions bearing on case
4. Availability of other procedures provided by Rule or Statute
– i.e. F.R.C.P.
5. Type of injury alleged and its cause.
– In Digitek, the Court denied Lone Pine, even though it was a multi-district litigation brought by
thousands of plaintiffs across U.S. against defendant manufacturers and distributors of heart
medication
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Roth v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corporation, et al.
287 F.R.D. 293 (M.D. Pa. 2012)

• F.R.C.P. trumps Lone Pine (Digitek Factor 4)
– “[w]hen the Lone Pine order cuts off or severely limits the litigants right to
discovery, the order closely resembles summary judgment, albeit without the
safeguards that the Civil Rules of Procedure supply.”
• Simeone v. Girard City Bd. of Educ., 171 Ohio App.3d 633 (Ohio Ct. App. 2007)

– “I believe it more prudent to yield to the consistency and safeguards of the
mandated rules [providing for dispositive motions and sanctions] especially at
this stage of the litigation. Claims of efficiency, elimination of frivolous claims
and fairness are effectively being addressed using the existing and standard
means.”
• In Re Digitek Prod. Liab. Litig., 264 F.R.D. 249 (S.D. W. Va. 2010)

– Hybrid approach – “The Court is prepared to address
discovery disputes as they arise in accordance with the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure . . . as well as the Court’s
own flexibility and discretion to address discovery
disputes as they arise.”
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In Re: Fosamax Products Liability Litigation
(S.D.N.Y., Nov. 20, 2012)
•

Defendant pharmaceutical company Merck filed motion seeking
Lone Pine order to force all plaintiffs to provide fact sheets,
medicals records and expert reports in support of their claims prior
to end of discovery.

•

The SDNY granted the motion with significant limits:
• Only plaintiffs who were not suffering from osteonecrosis or
osteomyellitis had to produce:
• Rule 26(a)(2) Expert Report with supporting documents;
• Affidavit the plaintiff will proceed with case upon
remand;
• Within a specific time period.

•

Court granted the Lone Pine motion after six years of discovery,
wherein defendant had produced over 11 million pages of
documents and 24 company witnesses were deposed.
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In Re: Fosamax Products Liability Litigation
(S.D.N.Y., August 22, 2013)
• Merck files a second motion for Lone Pine order seeking:
• Plaintiffs to submit expert reports if they:
• Failed to produce medical records evidencing diagnosis
of osteonecrosis of the jaw;
• Used Fosamax less than 1 year;
• Last used Fosamax more than 3 years prior to injury.
• Court denied the second motion for a Lone Pine order, finding:
• Whether or not medical records evidenced diagnosis of
osteonecrosis is too subjective to single out plaintiffs;
• Would eschew the Court’s goal of safeguarding Plaintiffs’
rights;
• Would not reflect a balance between efficiency and equity.
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Final Thought from Roth v. Cabot

As quoted by United States Magistrate Judge Martin
C. Carlson in Roth v. Cabot:

Resorting to and crafting a Lone Pine order
should only occur where existing procedural
devices explicitly at the disposal of the parties
by statute and federal rule have been
exhausted or where they cannot accommodate
the unique issues of [a] litigation.
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Strudley Was A Good Lone Pine Target
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•

Various, non-specific & minor injuries

•

No treating doctor diagnosis

•

No baseline toxicology data

•

Many alternative causes

•

No accident or wrongful act

•

No adverse regulatory findings

•

No allegations causally linking specific chemicals or specific
exposures to specific harms

The Trial Court Dismissal Order Got It Right
•

Proffered medical causation opinion fell short
– No examination of plaintiffs or review of medical record
– No analysis of dose, duration or route of exposure as related to alleged injuries
– No differential “ruling out” multiple alternative causes
– No explanation as to how discovery from defendants would aid conclusion

• Proffered toxicology opinion fell short
– Admits cannot reach causal conclusion
– No alternative causation “ruling out “ analysis
– No analysis of how operations could have caused harm
– No explanation as to how discovery would aid conclusion
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The Superior Court Got it Wrong in Reversing
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•

Read Colorado Rule 16 too narrowly

•

Mistakenly relied on cases not alleging toxic injury

•

Read context for Lone Pine too literally

•

Failed to address the facts of Strudley

•

Failed to consider that courts use their inherent powers – often to
plaintiffs’ advantage – to manage complex & expensive litigation

•

Failed to give any guidance regarding use of Lone Pine after some
discovery has occurred

Still, Defendants Must Acknowledge
the Lone Pine Scorecard in Fracking Cases
• Fracking defendants have not succeeded in
getting Lone Pine relief where:
– The number of parties is relatively small
– There was a triggering accident or known wrongful act
– There was an adverse regulatory finding

– The injuries alleged relate only to property
– Defendants have produced no discovery
– The relief requested is complete
dismissal with prejudice
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And Learn from Cases Involving
Other Alleged Toxic Injuries
• Lone Pine requests have been successful where:
– Some discovery already exists
– The pleadings are deficient
– The order does not seek to knock
out the entire case

– The order is limited to a subset of
lesser or peripheral injuries
– There seems no plausible method by which plaintiffs could
assign blame among multiple defendants operating at
different times and in different capacities
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Noteworthy Fracking Cases
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•

Baker v. Anschutz Exploration Corp., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
90394 (W.D.N.Y. June 25, 2013)(granting LP after two years of
discovery, but refusing to dismiss claims after plaintiffs produced
some expert opinions)

•

Roth v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corp., 2012 WL 4895345 (M.D. Pa. Oct.
15, 2012) (denying LP motion)

•

Kamuck v. Shell Energy Holdings GP, LLC, 2012 WL 3864954
(M.D. Pa. Sept. 5, 2012) (unpublished opinion and order denying
LP motion)

•

Hagy v. Equitable Production Co., 2012 WL 713778 (S.D. W. Va.
March 5, 2012)(denying LP motion)

Noteworthy Toxic Tort Cases
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•

Avila v. Willits Environmental Remediation Trust, 633 F.3d 828
(9th Cir. 2011)

•

Pinares v. United Technologies Corp., 2011 WL 240512 (S.D.
Fla. 2011)

•

Acuna v. Brown, 200 F.3d 335 (5th Cir. 2000);

•

Burns v. Universal Crop Protection Alliance, 2007 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 71716 (E.D. Ark. Sept. 25, 2007)

•

Baker v. Chevron USA, Inc., 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6601 (S.D.
Ohio Jan. 30, 2007)

Noteworthy Pharmaceutical Cases
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•

In re Fosomax Products Liability Litigation, 2012 WL 5877418
(S.D.N.Y 2012)

•

In re Avandia Mktg., Sales Practices and Prods. Liab. Litigation, Pretrial Order No. 121, 2010 WL 4720335 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 15, 2010);

•

In re Zyprexa Products Liability litigation,
(E.D.N.Y. June 2, 2010);

•

In re VIOXX Products Liability Litigation,557 F. Supp. 2d 741 (E.D.
La. 2008);

•

In re Baycol Products Liab. Litigation, MDL No. 1431, 2004 WL
26866 (D. Minn. Mar 18, 2004)

What Are the Strategic Take-Aways?
•

Defendants need to consider the big picture before filing

•

Be careful what you ask for, you might get it

•

There is no one size fits all approach to Lone Pine

•

There may be reasons other reasons to file
– Alternative discovery procedures
– MSJs
– Daubert/Frye
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•

If at first you don’t succeed, keep trying . . . .

•

Plaintiff-first or simultaneous discovery may tee-up Lone Pine

